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DOMAIN INVARIANCE
IN INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL LINEAR SPACES

JAN VAN MILL

ABSTRACT. Let X be an infinite-dimensional locally convex linear space. It

is known that X is homeomorphic to a subspace of X which is not open. We

prove that every Banach space B contains a dense linear subspace L with the

following property: If U Ç L is open and if /: U —► L is continuous and

injective, then there exists a dense open V Ç U such that (a) ¡(V) is open in

L, and (b) /: V —» f(V) is a homeomorphism. As a consequence, L and LxR

are not homeomorphic.

1. Introduction. The Brouwer invariance of domain property for Euclidean

spaces implies that, for open U Ç R", every injective map g: U —» R" is an

open imbedding [2]. It is well known that this property does not hold for infinite-

dimensional linear spaces. Indeed, for any infinite-dimensional normed linear space

Y we have the following examples.

EXAMPLE 1 [1, III, THEOREM 6.3]. There exists a homeomorphism h: Y -*

h(Y) onto a nonopen subset of Y.

PROOF. Let ho: S —y H be any homemorphism from the unit sphere S onto a

closed hyperplane H. Then for any y e Y\H, ho may be extended to a homeomor-

phism h of Y onto the nonopen set (H + (-co, 1) • y) U {y} with h(0) = y.    D

EXAMPLE 2 (D. W. CURTIS). There exists a bijective map g: Y —y Y such

that g\Y\K~ is not a homeomorphism for any compact K ÇY.

PROOF. Since the unit sphere S is noncompact, there exists a map A: S —* (0,1]

such that inf X(S) = 0. Define /: Y —► Y by the formulas

fíy)=Mv/\\v\\)v,     2/7¿o,
/(0) = 0.

Clearly, / is a bijective map of Y, but is not a homeomorphism since 0 ^ int f(B)

for any bounded set B. Note that /|F\{0} is a homeomorphism.

Using copies of / on a discrete sequence of open balls in Y, we may construct

a bijective map g: Y —y Y such that for any compact K Ç Y, g\Y\K is not a

homeomorphism. In fact, there exists an open U Ç Y\K such that for any compact

J QU, g(U\J) is nonopen. However, there is a dense open V ÇY such that g\V

is an open imbedding.    D

The constructions in this paper show the existence of infinite-dimensional normed

linear spaces Y with the property that, for every injective map g: U —► Y with open
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domain, there is a dense open V Ç U such that g\V is an open imbedding. This

property easily implies that Y is not homeomorphic to Y x R. In fact, if Y is

homeomorphic to Y x Z then Z is a single point.

Our results generalize Pol [7] and answer Question LSI2 in Geoghegan [3]. I

am greatly indebted to Doug Curtis for many helpful comments. He reworked

and significantly simplified my original write-up when presenting the results to a

seminar at LSU.

2. Special linear subspaces. Let A be a separable metric linear space and let

K(X) denote the collection of all homeomorphisms h: Ki —> K2 between disjoint

Cantor sets in X such that Ki U K2 is a linearly independent set.

2.1. THEOREM. Every separable metric linear space X has a linear subspace

Y with the following property:

(*)     for each h G K(X), there exists x e dorn h such that xeY but h(x) £ Y.

PROOF. It is easy to see that the collection K(X) has size at most c. Let < be

a well-ordering of K = K(X) such that for each h G K, the section {g G K : g < h}

has size less than c.

We show by transfinite induction that for all h G K, there exist linear subspaces

Yn and Zn in X satisfying the following conditions.

(1) YhnZh = {0};
(2) for g<h, YgCYh and Zg C Zh;

(3) all Yn and Zn have algebraic dimension less than or equal to the cardinality

of the section {g G K : g < h}\ and

(4) there exists x G domh such that x G Y^ and h(x) G Zh-

Then F = (J{Y/¡:/iG/C}isa linear subspace with the required property (*).

For the first element / G K, we may take Yj = span{z} and Z¡ = span{/(z)}

for any x G dorn/. For h G K, suppose the spaces Yg and Zg have been constructed

for g<h. Let Yh = \J{Yg : g < h} and Zh = \J{Zg : g < h}. Then YhC\Zh = {0},

and span(F'1 U Zh) has algebraic dimension less than c. Consider

H = {xedomh: span({x} LiYh) C\span({h(x)} U Zh) ¿ {0}}.

We claim that H has size less than c. For each x G H, there exist scalars X(x) and

p(x) such that

w(x) = X(x) ■ x + p(x) ■ h(x) e span(Yh U Zh)\{0}.

Thus either X(x) ^ 0 or p(x) ^ 0. To establish the claim on H, we show that

the correspondence of x —y w(x) is injective and has linearly independent range

{w(x): x G H}. Consider any finite, faithfully indexed subset {xi,... ,xn} of

H. Let I = {i: X(xi) = 0} and J = {i: A(x¿) =¡¿ 0}. Then span{a:î,h(xz)} =

span{xi,w(xi)} for i G i", and span{z¿, h(xi)} — span{/i(x¿), w(xi)} for i G J.

Hence the set {a;¿: i G /} U {h(xi): i G J} U {w(xi): 1 < i < n} has the same

span as the set {xt: I < i < n} U {h(xt): 1 < i < n}. The stipulated proper-

ties of h G K imply that the latter set has size 2n and is linearly independent.

It follows that {w(xi): 1 < i < n} has size n and in linearly independent. Since

{x,: 1 < i < n} Ç H was arbitrary, this completes the argument for the claim on

H.
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Since H has size less than the size of the Cantor set dorn h, there exists x G

dorn h\H, i.e.

span({x} U Yh) n span({/i(a:)} U Zh) = {0}.

The induction step is completed by setting Yn  — span({z} U Yh) and Zn  =

span({h(x)}\JiZh).    D

3. Countable type for maps. A function /: Y —> Y on linear space has

countable type if there exists a countable set ZinY such that for each y e Y, f(y) G

span({y} UZ).

If each map / : Y —> Y on a topological linear space has countable type, we say

that Y has countable type for maps.

Observe that if Y is Nn-dimensional, i.e. Y has a Hamel basis of cardinality at

most No, then Y has countable type for maps. The aim of this section is to show

that there exist normed linear spaces having countable type for maps which are not

Nn-dimensional.

3.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a linear space, and n a positive integer. A finite

subset {xi,..., xk} of X is said to be n-linearly essential if J2i ^ixi r^ 0 f°r a^ K

such that 1/n < |A¿| < n for each i.

The following lemma is trivial; nonetheless it will be quite useful for establishing

linear independence of a set which is constructed by "approximation" to a sequence

of linearly independent sets.

3.2. LEMMA. (1) A subset K of a linear space is linearly independent if and

only if each finite subset of K is n-linearly essential for each n.

(2) If {xi,... ,xk} is an n-linearly essential subset of a metric linear space, there

exists s > 0 such that, if d(xi,yi) < e or each i, then the set {yi,... ,yk} is also

n-linearly essential.    D

3.3. DEFINITION. Let X be a linear space, and g: A —» X a function defined

on a subset of X. A subset F of A is said to be g-independent if the following

conditions are satisfied:

(i) g\P is injective;

(ii) Pf)g(P) = 0; and

(iii) P U g(P) is linearly independent.

3.4. PROPOSITION. Let X be a metric linear space, and g: A —* X a map

defined on a separable, topologically complete subset. If A contains an uncountable

g-independent set, then A contains a g-independent Cantor set.

PROOF. Let d be a metric on X, and choose a complete metric p on A. For

each x e A and e > 0, let B(x,s) — {a G A: p(a,x) < e}. Since each separable

metric space is the union of a countable set and a perfect set (each point a limit

point), the hypothesis implies that A contains a perfect ^-independent set P. Using

finite disjoint unions of balls about points of P, we may construct a Cantor set K

in the complete space A by the standard procedure; a little extra care will ensure

that K is ^-independent. It suffices to describe the first two steps in the inductive

construction.

Pick any pi G P. Since g(pi) ^ pi, there exists 0 < ei < 1 such that

B(pi,£i) n g(B(pi,£i)) = 0.   Let J5X = J9(pi,c:i).   Since the set {pi,ff(pi)} is
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linearly independent, we may assume by Lemma 3.2(2) that £1 is sufficiently small

so that, for any F Ç Bi U g(Bi) such that F contains at most a single point from

each of Bi and g(Bi), F is 1-linearly essential. Let Ki = B\.

Since P is perfect, there exist distinct points pio and pii in P n Bi. Choose

0 < e2 < \ such that, for Bli0 = B(Piß,e2) and 5i,i = B(piti,e2), we have

Pi,o U J3i,i Ç Bi, Biß n PM = 0, and £>(Pi,o) n 9(¿i,i) = 0- Since the set

{Pi,o,Pi,i,g(Pi,o),g(Pi,i)} is linearly independent and has size 4, we may also as-

sume that e2 is small enough so that, for any F Ç P10 U Pi,i U <;(Pi,o) U g(Bi^i)

such that F contains at most a single point from each of Pi,o, Pi,i, <?(Pi,o), and

g(Bi,i), F is 2-linearly essential. Set K2 = Biß U Pi,i-

Continuing with this procedure in the standard manner, we obtain a nested

sequence (Kn) of closed sets in A. Let K — P|^° Kn. The requirements of the

type Biß U J3i,i Ç Bi and 01,0 H Pi,i = 0, together with the requirement that

£„ —y 0 and the fact that p is a complete metric, show that K is a Cantor set. The

requirements of the type g(Bi$) n g(Bii) = 0 show that g\K is injective. Since

g(K) C g(Bi) and K Ç P,, ATI ¿"(A") = 0. And finally, the n-linearly essential

requirement at the nth-stage of construction ensures that each finite subset of

K U g(K) is n-linearly essential for each n, hence K U g(K) is linearly independent

by Lemma 3.2(1). Thus K is ¡7-independent.    D

REMARK. If we assume only that A contains an uncountable linearly inde-

pendent set, the above construction shows that A contains a linearly independent

Cantor set.

3.5. PROPOSITION. A function f: Y —» Y on a linear space has countable

type if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:

(i) every f-independent set is countable; and

(ii) for every countable set P Ç Y, there exists a countable set P ÇY such that

/(spanP) Ç span P.

PROOF. Suppose first that / has countable type; let Z be a countable subset of

Y such that f(y) G span({?/} U Z) for each y. Let T = {y G Y : f(y) <£ span{y}}.

Then for each y e T, spanZ n span{t/, f(y)} ^ {0}. Consider any /-independent

set A. We have ACT, and for each a G A we may choose sa G (spanZ n

span{a,/(a)})\{0}. Since A is /-independent, the set {sa : a G A} is a linearly

independent subset of span Z, and is therefore countable. It follows that A is

countable, and condition (i) is satisfied. Condition (ii) is clear, since /(spanP) Ç

span(P U Z) for every P ÇY.

Conversely, assume conditions (i) and (ii). It is easily seen that in the collection of

all /-independent subsets, partially ordered by inclusion, every chain has an upper

bound. Thus there exists a maximal /-independent set Q, which by hypothesis

is countable. If Q = 0, then f(y) G span{y} for each y ^ 0, and / obviously

has countable type. Otherwise, construct a tower (Pi) of countable sets by taking

Pi = Q, and Pn+1 = P„ U P„ for n > 1. Take Z = |Jf Pn. Then Z is countable,

Q Ç Z and /(spanZ) Ç spanZ. We claim that f(y) G span({y} U Z) for each y.

This is clear for y G spanZ so consider y £ spanZ. The set Q U {y} cannot be

/-independent, and one of the following occurs:

(1) fiv) = fig) for some q G Q. Then f(y) G spanZ.
(2) y = f(q) for some q G Q. Then y G span Z.
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(3) {y, fiy)} U Q U f(Q) is not linearly independent, in this case, either

f(y) e span«?/} U Q U /(Q)) Ç span«?/} U Z),

or

y e span(Q U f(Q)) Ç span Z.

Thus / has countable type.    D

We now come to the main result in this section.

3.6. THEOREM. Let X be an infinite-dimensional separable, complete metric

linear space, and Y a linear subspace with the property (*) of Theorem 2.1.  Then

(1) Y is dense in X;

(2) Y is Baire space; and

(3) Y has countable type for maps.

PROOF. We show first that Y intersects every dense G g -subset of X. Every

such set A must contain an uncountable linearly independent set, since otherwise

span A is an No-dimensional linear subspace, and X = span A U (X\A) would be

first category. Then A contains a linearly independent Cantor set K (see the

remark at the end of proof of Proposition 3.4; see also [6]). Let h: Ki —> K2 be

any homeomorphism between disjoint Cantor subsets of K. Then h G K(X), so

YnADYDKi¿0.
In particular, Y must have nonempty interior in X, which implies that Y — X.

Further, the fact that Y intersects every dense G g -subset of X means that Y is

second category, which implies that F is a Baire space.

We now show that every map / : Y —* Y has countable type. Since X is complete,

/ extends to a map g: A —y A for some G^-subset A of X. Suppose that A

contains an uncountble g-independent set. By Proposition 3.4, A contains a g-

independent Cantor set K. Then g\K is a member of the collection K(X), and by

hypothesis there exists x G K n Y such that g(x) £ Y. But this contradicts the

fact that g(x) = f(x) G Y. Thus every g-independent subset of A is countable,

and in particular, every /-independent set is countable. Therefore, condition (i) of

Proposition 3.5 is satisfied.

It remains to verify condition (ii). For any countable set PCF, spanP is

rj-compact, and /(spanP) is a-compact. If some compactum in Y contains an

uncountable linearly independent set, then Y contains a linearly independent Can-

tor set, but this contradicts property (*). (If K Ç Y is a linearly independent

Cantor set, let h: K~i —* K2 be any homeomorphism between Cantor subsets of

K; by assumption there exists x G Ki such that h(x) G Y, which is a contradic-

tion.) Thus each compactum in Y lies in an No-dimensional linear subspace, and

/(spanP) Ç spanP for some countable set P. This completes the proof that Y

has countable type for maps, Proposition 3.5.    D

4. Domain invariance. Let F be a space. Suppose that, for every injective

map g: U —> F with domain an open subset of Y, there exists a nonempty open

V Ç. U such that g\V is an open imbedding in Y. Then we say that F has restricted

domain invariance.

We may suppose that V is dense in U, since the condition can be applied to

every restriction g\W to an open W Ç U.
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For Y a normed linear space, it suffices to verify the condition for every injective

map / : Y —* F, since there is an open imbedding of F into every nonempty open

subset.

The aim of this section to prove that every normed linear space with the Baire

property and with countable type for maps has restricted domain invariance.

4.1. PROPOSITION. Let Y be a normed linear space, F a finite-dimensional

linear subspace, and V Ç Y\F an open subset. Let X: V —y (0, oo) and a: V —y F

be maps such that the map f: V —► Y defined by f(V) = X(v) -v + a(v) is injective.

Then / is an open imbedding.

PROOF. Since the restriction f\W to any open W Ç V is a map with the same

properties, it suffices to show that f(V) is open.

Consider an arbitrary point p eV. We may assume that X(p) = 1 and a(p) = 0,

thus f(p) = p. Let E = span({p} U F). Note that f(E n V) Ç E. Choose 6 > 0
and a compact neighborhood P of 0 in F such that D = [l— 6,1 + 6]-p + BCV.

Then D is a compact neighborhood of p in E. Since / is injective and E is finite

dimensional, f\D: D —> E is an imbedding and f(D) is a neighborhood of f(p) = p

in E [2]. Thus p is a stable point of f(D), and any map /: D —► E which is

sufficiently close to f\D must cover p.

For each v G V, let Ev = span({i;}uF), and define the homeomorphism hv: E —>

Ft, by
hv(t • p + s) — t ■ v + s

for t G (-00,00) and s G F. Let Dv = hv(D) = [1 - 6,1 +6] ■ v + B. Then for all v

near p, Dv Ç V and f(Dv) Ç Ev. Define a map fv : D —> F by /„ = /i"1 ofohv\D.

Then fv —» /|P as u —► p. Hence for all u sufficiently close to p, p e fv(D), which

means that v G f(Dv). Thus /(F) is a neighborhood of p = /(p)-.    ü

We now come to the main result in this section.

4.2. THEOREM. Let Y be a normed linear space with the Baire property and

with countable type for maps.  Then Y has restricted domain invariance.

PROOF. We may assume F is infinite dimensional [2]. By the remarks at the

beginning of this section, we need only consider an injective map f:Y^>Y. Let

Z Ç F be a countable set such that f(y) G span({t/} U Z) for each y. There is

a tower of compacta (An) such that span An is finite dimensional for each n, and

(Ji° An = span Z. For each n, set

Yn = {y e Y :  for some A G [-n,n], f(y) -A -yeAn}.

By compactness of [—n, n] and An, each Yn is closed in F. Since Ui° Fn = F', and F

is a Baire space, some Yn has nonempty interior. Since span A„ is finite dimensional,

there exists a nonempty open set W Ç Yn\ span A„. Then for each w G W, there is a

unique X(w) G [—n, n] such that f(w)—X(w)-w G An (otherwise, VFflspan An ^ 0).

Furthermore, the compactness of [—n, n] and An, and the continuity of /, show that

the assignment w —» X(w) is continuous. Let A: W —y [—n,n] denote this map, and

let a: W —y An denote the map defined by a(w) = f(w) — X(w) ■ w. If X(W) = {0},

we have f(W) Ç An. But this is impossible, since / is injective, the open set W

contains cells of all dimensions, and An is finite dimensional. Thus, there exists a

nonempty open V C W with either A(V) ç [—n,0) or A(F) Ç (0,n]. In the latter
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case an, application of Proposition 4.1, with F = spanA„, shows that f\V is an

open imbedding. And in the former case, the map (—1) • f\V is an open imbedding,

hence so is f\V. This completes the proof of restricted domain invariance for F.    D

4.3. COROLLARY. Every separable Banach space contains a dense linear sub-

space Y such that:

(1) Y is a Baire space; and

(2) Y has restricted domain invariance.

PROOF. Combine Theorems 2.1, 3.6, and 4.2.    D

4.4. COROLLARY TO COROLLARY. Every separable Banach space contains a

dense linear subspace Y such that for all closed linear subspaces E and F of Y of

finite codimension the following statements are equivalent:

(1) E and F are homeomorphic;

(2) E and F are linearly homeomorphic; and

(3) codimF = codimF.

PROOF. Let F be as in Corollary 4.3 and let F and F be closed linear subspaces

of F of finite codimension.

That (3) implies (2) follows from [1, III, Proposition 1.5]. Clearly, (2) implies (1).

suppose that F and F are homeomorphic and that n = codim F — codim F > 0. By

[1, III, Proposition 1.5], F x R" and F are linearly homeomorphic. Consequently,

F and F x R" are homeomorphic. Since F has countable type for maps, every

closed linear subspace of Y has the same property. From Theorem 4.2 we there-

fore conclude that F has restricted domain invariance, which contradicts F being

homeomorphic to F x Rn.      D

5. Further applications and remarks. By Corollary 4.3, there exists an

infinite-dimensional pre-Hilbert space L with restricted domain invariance. Conse-

quently, L t¿ L x E for any nondegenerate space F. This result generalizes Pol [7]

and answers Question LS12 in Geoghegan [3].

In fact, there exists an infinite-dimensional pre-Hilbert space L such that LxF ji

L x G for any linear spaces F and G with different dimensions (finite or oo). Let Y

be an infinite-dimensional pre-Hilbert space which is a Baire space and which has

countable type for maps. It is easily seen that every closed linear subspace in F

inherits these properties, and therefore has restricted domain invariance. Take L

to be an infinite-dimensional closed linear subspace of F with infinite codimension.

Suppose L x F ss L x G for certain linear spaces F and G with 0 < dim F <

dim G < oo. Consider a closed linear subspace M in F containing L, such that the

codimension of L in M equals dim F. Since M is closed in F, M has restricted

domain invariance. We have M as L x F, and G « F x F for some nondegenerate

space F. Then the supposition that L x F rs L x G implies M « M x F, a

contradiction.

A linear space F is said to have few operators if every bounded linear operator

A: Y —t F has the form A = XI + B for some scalar A and some operator P with

finite-dimensional range. In [5], I shall prove that every Baire linear space with

countable type for maps has few operators.

The method used in the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 3.6 was inspired by Sierpiñski

[8]. It improves the method used in [4] and can be used to construct a topological
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group G such that every continuous function /: G —► G is either constant or a

translation. This answers a question in [4].
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